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Basics of Practical Online Research 

  

1. Online Research about the Internet  
 
In this case the aim of online surveys is to clarify facts about the Web. Examples 
are tests about Website performance (Usability Tests ) or surveys to define the 
number of visitors of a Website (Web Audience Size Measurement ).  
 
A completely different approach to define Web audience sizes or measure ad 
contact data is Web metrics  - the use of log files to count  page views, visits, 
duration of visits etc. In advanced measurement systems logfile-based metrics are 
combined with data collected by online panel surveys.  

 
2. Online Research via the Internet 
 

The Internet can be used for all kinds of surveys apart from the Web. Computer- 
assisted Internet Research (CAWI) is used to measure awareness and acceptance 
of products , social behavior, political opinion, media use, etc. Fieldwork is based on  
carefully recruited access panels.  
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   Internet is becoming available to more age groups  

Depending on local Internet penetration, the older segments of the population  

must be surveyed with traditional methods (“mixed mode” or “hybrid” surveys) 

Average 2012: 

 

Austria: 79% 

Russia: 53% 

(%) 
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 - Quick fieldwork and evaluation (down to 24 hours) 

 - Cost efficiency (no interviewer and telephone cost) 

 - No geographical boundaries: national and multi-nation surveys possible  

 - Higher response rates as questionnaire can be filled in at any time 

 - No interviewer training necessary 

 - No interviewer bias (self-completion!) 

 

 - All types of multi-media content can be tested  (sound, video, Websites) 

 - „Sensitive” topics are easier to ask - respondent is alone (anonymity!) 

 - Higher response rates than in telephone or face-to-face 

 - Candid answers (no social pressure), more text  

 - Small target groups readily available in large access panels  

 

 - No erroneous transcription of answers to open-ended questions possible 

 - Report/graphs can be generated in real-time and delivered quickly  

 - Format may impress customers as the most modern type of market  

   research  
  

   Advantages of Online Research 
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 - Internet does not reach 100% of the population 

 - No possibility to explain details  

 - Not applicable when topic is related to Internet and Internet use 

 - Especially in qualitative research: body language cannot  be observed 

 - No possibility to test products by taste, smell or handling 

 - Results may be skewed due to different degrees of familiarity with computers 

 - Skewed towards up-market, high education segments 

 

Dealing with disadvantages of Online Research: 

  

 - Conducting surveys in „mixed” mode: supplementing online interviews with the  

   required number of interviews with „nonliners” („hybrid surveys”) 

 - Making online questionnaires self-explanatory  

 - Delivering product samples to households for testing 

 - Careful panel management 

 Disadvantages of Online Research 
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Online Research: Quality vs. Quantity 
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      Two Tasks of Media Research 

Print 
Cinema 
Radio 
TV 
Internet 
Outdoor 

  Content 
 
Advertising 

Media 
Research 
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   At an ever increasing speed, media use is moving from offline to online: 

- Newspapers and books can now be read on smartphones and other portable  

  devices (e-papers, e-books).  

- TV and radio programs can be received via Internet – everywhere and at any  

   time - even days after transmission. 

-  Advertising plays now an important role on corporate Websites and in social media 

 

  Therefore online media research can fulfill a number of  functions: 

  

- Measure audience sizes: readerships, TV viewing, radio listening, Web use 

- Provide appreciation and verbal judgment of TV or radio programs,  

- Assist producers to create new or improve running TV or radio programs,  

- Test the acceptance of content and design of newspapers and magazines,   

- Measure advertising effectiveness in TV, radio, print, and the Web, 

- Improve the usability/performance of Websites. 

  

  Online Media Research 
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TV Research: Qualitative and Quantitative Approaches 

    „Usability tests“ 
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TV programs/ads can be 

tested  by means of an online 

focus group or an online 

bulletin board.  

 

While an online focus group 

must be conducted in about 

90 minutes, a bulletin board 

can last as long as 10 days. 

          Qualitative TV Program Testing  

In-home Test: 

A pilot of a TV program is recorded 

on DVD and sent to a number of  

households (20-30) . After viewing the 

test material, the household members  

fill in an online  questionnaire about 

actors, plot, and overall impression.  
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    TV Genre Survey  

Genre Potential Measurement: 

Online surveys enable the presentation of program categories together with 

typical images or even a video clips. Thus the potential audience sizes can 

be measured for different genres – from Newscasts to Western films.  
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Classification of  

TV programs 
 

 

- Information  

- Entertainment 

- Art/Culture 

- Practical Use 

 

Program classification 

can be used by a TV 

station to find out about 

„holes“ in their program 

offer. 
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In some European countries (NL, UK, IRE, CAT, BE), where 

meters do not provide appreciation, GfK was commissioned to 

run special online panel surveys to produce appreciation scores, 

affinity data, and verbal judgments about programs. This method 

was developed and is being administered by GfK Intomart.  

TV Appreciation Panels 
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Basically, a TV Appreciation Panel offers:  

- an appreciation score for each 

program viewed,  

- „likes“ and „dislikes in the form of text 

entries, and  

- a number of special properties such as 

„attention to a program“ or judgement 

of certain properties like „informative“, 

„entertaining“ etc.  

 

To this end, a program schedule is offered 

in which panelists highlight the program(s) 

viewed „yesterday“. They then enter 

appreciation and other judgements. 

 TV Appreciation Metrics 

Only a large panel of  

Internet users makes it 

possible to ask a daily 

sample to judge their use 

of media (TV, radio, Web)  
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With the spread of 

Internet use, the 

measurement of 

radio use by means 

of online day budget 

studies becomes a 

practical option – 

especially for radio 

stations with younger 

audiences.  

Portable devices such as the GfK 

„Media Watch“ or Arbitron‘s „Pager“ 

enable minute-by-minute 

measurement of media use.  

 
Note: Because of the high cost of such devices, 

they are mainly used for calibration of other types 

of online media surveys. 

Radio Audience Size Measurement 
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Testing Radio Music Online 

Respondents open and play 20-second „hooks“, express appreciation by a 

score from 0-10 and, finally, state if they want to listen to this song again … 
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Qualitative Measurement of Radio Programs by Online Diary 

By means of an online radio diary – normally running two to 

four weeks – station managers can gain qualitative data like 

attention to and appreciation of programs –  as well as likes 
and dislikes  (verbatims).   
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AdMeasure by GfK/MRI replaces the traditional “had an opportunity to see”-

measurement by “actually saw” and “actually acted on.” Traditional vehicle-based 

metrics, such as  “total audience”,  is augmented with information about how an 

individual ad performs, i.e., how many readers of a specific magazine issue noted 

a specific ad, how many read any or most of the ad, how many took a specified 

action related to seeing the ad. An extensive database allows for benchmarking. 

Online Research for Print Advertising 
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Measuring Outdoor Advertising 

The Online Poster Test available from GfK 

Austria combines numerical metrics 

(appreciation 0-10) with the measurement of 

a number of specific billboard properties 

(such as, „youthfulness“ or „brand visibility“) 

followed by the verbal expression of likes 

and dislikes.  

The exhibit to the right shows  

how a well-accepted poster 

scores positively in five  

properties against industry 

benchmarks  (grey bars).   
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          Website Usability Tests 

The Berlin-based firm Eyequant 

(http://eyequant.com) offers to analyze 

Websites directly on the Web.  

 

Eyequant say they deliver over 90% 

predictive accuracy when compared to 

a real eye tracking study with more 

than 30 human subjects. Results are 

delivered in the form of “heat maps” 

(see image at left)  

 

  Online research can be used to find out about the performance of a Website:  

      

     A. Qualitative approach: 

- Discussing a Website in an online focus group 

- Discussing a Website in an online bulletin board  over a longer period 

- Using eye-tracking techniques (see below)  

 

     B. Quantitative approach: 

-   Intercept study („nth visitor survey“, „pop-up-test“)  

- Including screenshots, links, and questions in online surveys (> n = 300) 

 

http://eyequant.com/
http://eyequant.com/
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 1. Logfile-based Metrics 

 

Web traffic can be measured with the help of log files recorded on the Web server: 

 

- A “hit” is generated when any file is served (a page with 5 images will generate 6  hits).  

- A „page view” is generated when a visitor requests any page within the Web site.  

- A „visit” is the uninterrupted use of a single Website’s pages.  

- “Unique users” are “persons” using a Website  - in spite of  their possible multiple access 

they are only counted once. 

- Duration” of a visit is the length stay expressed in minutes and second  

 

One big problem of automatic Web traffic measurement is that metrics are generated by 

„devices“ and not by „human beings”. Thus the demographic structure of the visitors of a site 

and the actual location (home, work, or public place) where access takes place, remain 

unknown. Sophisticated Web audience size measurement, therefore, combines logfile 

measurement  with panel surveys. Only with the help of a special browser starting page is it 

possible to differentiate between surfing at home , on the job, or in school.  

 

 2. Measurement by Recall 

 

As can be seen in the next chart, large online panels enable measuring „reach“ of prominent 

Websites with full demographics  and, if required, even numerical or verbal appreciation 
  

       Web Audience Size Measurement 



        Web Audience Size Measurement by Recall  

Note: It is clear that „reach“ measured by recall in an online questionnaire is 

less „precise“ than logfile measurement. On the other hand, it offers full 

demographics and, if desired, numerical or verbal appreciation (likes/dislikes). 
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Campaign Tracking: Online and Offline Advertising Control 

GfK and Nurago have developed methods to 

 

• Pretest online advertiing by means of simulated surf sessions 

• Measure online advertiing by cookies issued to panel members and  

tracking codes attached to online advertising materials 

• Present visibility rates and visibility duration in near real time 

• Measure cross media advertising  
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             Summary 

Considering that … 

 

• Printed media normally contain text and pictures 

• Television includes video, sound, images, and text 

• Websites can consist of text, images, video/sound  

• Radio consists of sound only  

 

• All advertising is image-centered and can use sound or video 

• All media consumption has a strong tendency towards use by mobile device 

We can conclude … 

 

• Only online media research can present text, pictures,video/sound, and 

Websites to the respondent („multi-media function“) in an efficient manner 

• Online research is well suited for testing mobile media use 

 

• Online media research is faster and cheaper than conventional research 

• Online media research is more efficient because of self-completion 

• Online media resarch is the future! 
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Thank you for your kind attention ! 

 

 

            E-Mail: peter.diem@gmail.com 

                   Web:    http://peter-diem.at 
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